
Autumn 1English
Over the course of the term 
the children will be revisiting 

and learning lots of new 
English skills. We will be 

exploring different books (lost 
in the toy museum, and we’re 
going on a bear hunt) to help 
inform our work. The children 
will also be exploring how to 

write lists, labels and captions 
correctly.

Maths
Throughout the first 7 weeks 

of autumn we will be exploring 
place value, addition and 
subtraction. We will be 

revisiting the key ideas within 
these topics.

Science
The children will become mini 

scientists as they begin to 
understand and explore their 

senses, classifying animals 
including humans. 

We will be working 
scientifically through mini 

experiments and interesting 
ways of recording our findings.

PE

Our PE this autumn will aim to 
help develop and secure the 

children’s fundamental 
movement skills. They will 
have the opportunity to do 

this in team based games and 
various other learning 

scenarios.

RE

What do my senses tell me 
about the world of religion and 

belief? 

Our lessons will be informed 
by key questions. 

History

Linked to our story narrative –
‘Lost in the toy museum’ .The 
children will be investigating 

different toys in history. Geography

WHAT IS THIS PLACE LIKE? This 
question will be at the 

forefront of the children’s 
minds as we use different 

Geographical skills and 
fieldwork related to the world 

around them.

Art/DT

This half term we will be 
exploring colour in multiple 

ways throughout our art 
lessons, we will use different 

media to create various pieces 
of artwork

Our DT lessons will be based 
on mechanisms, using paper 

and card to make sliders, 
levers, pivots and wheels.

Phonics

Throughout our phonics 
lessons this half term, the 

children will be revisiting some 
of the sounds the children 

were introduced to last year 
and begin to explore new 

ones. 

Music

We will explore different 
instruments and focus on 

pulse/beat.

Computing

The children will learn about E-
Safety and how to use 

different media carefully, but 
creatively.

PSHE

The children will be working
on the theme of new 

beginnings, throughout this we 
will explore feelings and the 

sense of belonging.



Key Vocabulary this half term



English -
Noun, suffix, plural , capital letter, finger space, list, label, caption Key text vocab: museum,  toys, 

Suffix, prefix, noun, capital letter, finger space, exclamation mark, repeated,  Key text vocab:  under, over, through, excited, nervous, terrified, 
scared. 

Maths -
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty, 
add, subtract, more than, less than, greater, fewer, more, less, equals, the same as

Science -
Sense, Body, Heart beat, Bones, Sight, Taste, Touch, Hearing, Smell , human, Sound waves, vibrations, pupil, light, messages, brain, taste buds

Geography -
Aerial view, Floor plan, Grounds, Human geography, Physical geography , Route , Surrounded , village

History -
Then, Now, Past, Present, Old, New, toys, change, Future, Timeline, artefact.

Art -
Primary, secondary, Colours, abstract, Tint, Hue, Shape, Rothko, Mondrian, Klee, Artist, Painter, Mix, masterpieces

ICT -
Ipad, Chromebook, Login, Password, Safe, Personal, information, Private, Programme, Space bar, Save, Stranger, parental permission, Online, 
Communicate, Drive, Trusted adult, Email, Search, Tell

DT -
Maker , Mechanism, slider, Attach, Join, lever, Pivot, wheel., Evaluate, Design, problem

Music-
Pulse/beat, Rhythm, Pitch, Hip hop, Music, Perform, Style, Instrument

RE/ Philosophy -
Because, Belief, Reason Religion Sense, Worship, Philosophy 


